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1.

FROCSJÜRAL ARRANGEMENTS
The CHAIRMAN informed the Board that in drawing up the agenda for the

dav it had boon found necessary to place item 15 and the items dealing with
technical assistance before the continuation of the discussion on items
•
»
.
remaining from the previous day's agenda. The reasons were, on the one hand,
that arrangements had airead/ Ъееп made for Mr. E.M. Tield, Assistant SecretaryGeneral of th.s International Civil Aviation Organization, to be present to
discuss certain matters under item 15 m t h th'e Board and, on tha other hand,
that the meeting of the Technical Assistance Board would be held in Paris on
29 January.

He proposed that only the particular aspect of item 15 in which IGAO

was interested^ namely the sanitation and hygiene of airports, should be
discussed at the present meeting.

2.

•

ACTION ARISING OUT OF THE RESOLUTIONS OF THE FOURTH WCELD HEiiLTH ASSEMBLY
REGARDING INTERNATIONAL SANITARY REGULATIONS AND RELATED MAITERS: Item 15
of the Agenda (ñocments EW/33 and Е Ш / 5 7 ) .

The CHAIRMAN welcomed Mr. Weld, Assistant Secretary-General of the International Civil Aviation Organization, and asked him to address the meeting. a5ter
Dr, Biraúd had explained the background of the question.
/

Dr. BIBAITO, Director., Division of Epidemiological Services, recalled that
the Fourth World Health Assembly, in adopting ЖЮ Regulations No. 2 dealing m t h
the sanitary control of international traffic had made teshnical recommendations
on the work to bo undertaken by the Organization to complete those Regulations
and facilitate their impleEientatio.n.

The work of the Special Committee on

International

Sanitary EcgalaUons of the Health Assembly had brought out the

importance of improving the sanitation of airports as a means of preventing
the transmission of infectious.diseases from one country to another.
observations by a

representative

Following

of the International kir Transport Association,

他 о attended its meetings as an observer, the Special Cdmittee had made a
recommendation, subsequently approved by the Health Assembly in resolution
ША4.82.

In implementation of that resolution, the Dire с tor-General had

consulted ICAO which, had. authorized Mr. Weld to explore the matter with the
Secretariat of

TOO.

Consultations had taken place and Mr. Weld's statement

would to a large extent represent the сопшюп views of the two secretariats.

Mr. m U ) , Assistant Secretary-General, International Civil Aviation
Organization, thanked the Board for giving him the opportunity to present the
matter on behalf of his organization.-

He had been asked, as Dr. Biraud had

stated, to present the joint view of both secretariatsj
thêre were two subdivisions to -the. questionj
recommendations should be proposed;
to formulate them.

their view таз that

( 1 ) 他 a t kind of regulations or

and (2) #iaf kind of body should be set up

With regard to (1), both secretariats were agreed that it

would be unwise at the present time to formulate fully-framed regulations that
TOuld -rank equally with other"WHO regulations and with ICAO "standards and
recommended practices'^

but an attempt should be made to draw up a manual .of .

recommended procedures #iich would have no binding force but would tend to

direct measures along the ri^it lines until such time as actual regulations
could be drawn up.

Although the 工CAO Convention provided machinery by which

it would be possible to bind IGAO Member States to a. certain extent, he felt
sure that 而 0 would not wish that at the present stage.
With regard to question (2), both secretariats agreed that they had
Tñáthln their ranks the necessary experts to prepare a draft of a manual which
might then be submitted to thë executive bodies of ЪоШ organizations.

It was

envisaged that the first draft жш1<1 be prepared by the 1Ш0 Secretariat after
receiving notes from ICAO Secretariat as to what they considered should Ъе
included and that the draft should then be studied by a joint meeting at
secretariat level.

He understood that Ш 0 intended to set up a permanent

committee on quarantines and both secretariats were agreed that that was the
committee 他ich should pass final judgment on the draft from the point of view
of Ш0Х before eventual submission to the Health Assembly.

But before the

manual reached that stage it wuld probably be desirable for a sub-group of
the ccfftimitrtee, in association with representatives of 工GAO, to review the work
done by the secretariats.

The CHAIRMAN thanked Mr» Weld for his clear and concise statement.

Dr. BIRAUD drew attention to the fact that the basic ж>гк to be done in
establishing the standards proposed would be the task of the WHO Division of
Environmental Sanitation with the co-operation of the International Quarantine

Section.

The Board could count on excellent co-operation between the different

units of the Secretariat and the members oí the ICAO Secretariat with whom. 1H0
had had the best possible relations in the past.
As far as committees were concerned, the draft prepared by the two
ôecretariats should be given careful examination by a group of experts comprising,
on the one hand, experts concerned with airport and "facilitation" conditions,
nominated by ICAO, and, on the other, experts on quarantine questions and,
particularly sanitary esj^eeringjpurification of water, i雄eeticides, e t c . , .
chosen by the Director-QsneraX of WHO.

After that examination, the draft would

go forward to the proper authorities in ICAO and, throu^ТОЮ1s permanent
committee on quarantine, to the Board for approval.

It would be for the Health

Assembly to recommend "the .ad^tion. by goveratoeate . of - • tbe-~siandar4is~proposed-- by
the two organizations.

The CHAIRMAN called for the viôws of the Board on the proposed plan <of
procedure.
In reply to a question by Dr. HâïEK as to the date of the meeting of the
joint committee, which should be held as early as possible, Dr. BIRAUD said that
considerable time would be needed to set up standards.

The latter would include

standards for water purity nvhich could not be established without first deciding
the method of measuring the degree of purity.

Meetings of experts would be

£B9/Min/9.Rev.l
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necessary in order to establish standards for use not only in aviation but
elswhere• The same was true of sewerage ^ as also of hygiene of personnel
of airport restaurants,

As far as could be judged at the present time,

preliminary technical work would take two years, so that standards cuuld hardly
be submitted to the Health Assembly before 1954«
Dr» MACKENZIE proposed that the Board should approve the procedure outlined,
which appeared satisfactory«
Dr, iiLIVXSATOS said he would like applio^tion of t}ie ш1п1шша standards to
be obligatory for all States.

Dr» BIRAUD said that the question vas a very delioate one. It should not
be forgotten that there was a very great diversity of conditions in the different
airports throughout the world; there was for instance a vast difference between
secondary airports and others such as La Guardia and Orly. If certain standards
were to be made obligatory for all airports, it. would be necessary to set the
standards so low th“t they would mean no progress at all as far as the large
airports were concerned. It might be best in the first place, as the Assistant
Secretary -General of JCAO had suggested, to set up standards which would be no
more than recommendations by the Health Assembly• Once those standards had
been applied by the more important airports, it would be easier to extend them
progressively to others о

Professor ALIVISATOS pressed his point that there should Ъе at least
a nucleus of obligatory standards•

Dr. ALLWOOD-PAREDES asked whether^ in the discissions between the
secretariats of WHO and ICAO, account had been taken of a plan drawn up in
America concerning sanitary regulations for airports.

That plan envisaged the

establishment of different categories of airports； in order not only to solve
the problems already referred to out also to stimulate th# üesire of airports
•

.

.

in a lower category to Ъе placed in a higher,,

.

Certain privileges for

international traffic might "be given to the higher categories.

That plan had

given satisfactory results in certain countries and the Government of El Salvador
vas cohtemplating its adoption.
Dr, BIRAUD， saying that the two secretariats had not yet considered the
matter in such detail, thanked Dr» Allwood-Paredes for his suggestion.

The

WHO Secretariat and the joint committee would certainly take into consideration
all that vas being done in the Americas on the subject.

A distinction vas made

in Articles 19 and 20 of the International Sanitary Regulations between three
categories of airports - airports designated as sanitary airports， airports not
so designated^ and airports in yellov-fever areas.

If the proposal to establish

different categories - vhich seemed to be ail excellent one - were adopted,
perhaps the day might come vhen satisfaction could be given to Professor
Alivisatos by making certain measures obligatory for certain categories of
airports vhile they remained in the n/.b'ire of vэсошхаеnda11 gns for other
categories.

Dr., JAFAR. supported Professor Alivisatos1 proposal because he felt that
only through a binding agreement could the formulation of standard? be aúhieVed.
It should be possible to include in agreements between airlines and the dlffejient
goverfiments a provision that the gôvernmetit to which the airline belonged would
comply with "the sanitary regulations so far as airports were concerned,
GovBi-hmeiats were usually anxious to raise the standards of airports a。as to make
1
*
ihem acceptable for international traffic, because of the revenue resulting frcsn
‘

•

such traffic,

.

••

•

•

H© theytfaj^ foresaw no difficulty in oWalî^Jig agreeaettt tp

comply with regulations, provided they laid down minimum standards which could

be applied on an international basis.
He considered that the two years mentioned by Dr» Biraud as roqulrod for the
establishment of minimum standards was too long a period when it /was remembered
that WHO had on its staff experts who had had practical experience廖 having held
appointments as airport medical^officers.
In reply to a question by Dr, KARABÜDA., Dr. BIRA.UD said that no sanctions

.,.‘

.*

.

•

.

—

..

‘‘

'

‘

‘

“

.

•

were laid dowi in the International Sanitary Regulations to be applied in the oase
of aircraft that # did not oonfoxro with the provisions*

^Die Regulation^ became a

part of national legislations as soon as they came into forpe^ so that it was for
the governments themselves to apply coeroive measi^res to aircraft coHimanders who
infringed them.

If, on the other hand, a goyemmexit decided on measures that

were in contradiction with the Regulations，it was for other States that were
adversely affected by those measures to protest to WHO, when the Director-Gene3fal
would take up the matter with both Parties and endeavour to have the measures
cancelledo

-•

1

. • ‘
.、
‘
.；
•
.- : ‘
: • •； •
•.

•
• •
,：
• .• ； * ‘ •
' ...

Mr. CALDERW00D, alternate to Dr. Вг'аф', supported Dr, Mackenzie1 s proposai to
approve the procedure envisaged,

proee«tore did not exclude the possibility

of regulations being adopted later, but' was tie signed to secure the greatest
amount of progress in the shortest possible tjane.

He thought that as the

recommended practices Ъеоазив known they would be applied"more and more； vddely so
tiiat eventually the adoption of regulations would be possible ； but it wou!4 be
difficult to achieve that aim within one or two years.

He had understood Mr,

Weld to say that ICAO wouid. also encounter difficulty in obtaining the application
•

• .

•

of regulations immediately.

Mp. TiiELD .oorifiimed that statement.

ICAO thought it mi^tit eventually be

able to put at least certain of the desired provisions into the fpim of regulations.
..

•

.

. . . .

.,

.

J

îhe CHAIEMA.N called on Mr. Clark, AcW.ng Director of the Division of
Environmental Sanitation, to coiranent on Dr.' Jafar's remarks»
Mr. CLARK, Acting Director,

Divlalon of Envibsïimerttnl Sanitation, rcforring to

•Й1в tiifte required to establish minimum standards, explained tiiat the Seoretariat
would have to work through raríous channels, especially as more than one
• organization was interested in the subject.
..

*

by correspondence and meetings of experts.
employ more staff on the work*

There would have to be communication
The cnly alternative would be 切

possibly' it might be done piecemeal/ for instance,

regulations for controlling insect vectors of disease could be put into effect
• • .

.

.

.

.

.

fairly soon, whereas the regulation of water supply would entail international
consultation because of Ше existence of different standards çf water quality

and diff-Qront- meiihcdâ of moaaurlag it.
The suggestion that airports should be' classified into different categories
seemed a very practical one#

An airport might be reccsmaended as one "whose water

could be used on international aeroplanes vidiile other airports would be forbidden
to supply water to such planes.

The same could apply to restaurants and food

supplies.

Dr, JAFAK was still of the opinion that health administrations9 both national
and International9 had reached a stage of developnent where it was possible tô
lay down standards for quality of water,

however^ WHO said that it could not

be done for two years, Ы had nothing more to say.

Mr, CIARK assured the Board that the Secretariat would proceed with the work
with the utaiost diligence and reiterated that it might be possible to conclude
part of it before the two years were up.
<

Br, KARUI'i/lRA.TNE thought the first step was to lay down standards, the second
to fíjame regulations for adoption by the Health Assembly enforcing ttiose standards.
The drawing up of the regulations might take sane time but he failed to see why
the setting up of standards should be such a lengthy process.

Dr, BIRAUD explained that，in the first place^ it would be necessary to
select from among existing standards those that could be applied internationally,
Secondly, it must be determined which cf those selected standards could be applied
to which categories of airports,

The process therefore entailed preliminary-

research work) submission of certain points to export groups (bacteriologists^

sanitary

engineers, etc.), discussions with the Secretariat of ICAO, drafting of

the standards on the basis of thé technical conclusions reached, approval by the
Board and the Health assembly and b , the g o v ^ i n g bodies of
to

The submission

that series of authorities would probably take up as much time as the actual

work - o f

the Division of Environmental Sanitation in preparing the standards, and the

Secretariat, unfortunately, could not see the whole process baing terminated in
time for the 1953 Assembly.
Dr. DOROLLE, Deputy i3irector-General, assured Dr. Jafar that there 窗

no

desire on the part of the Secretariat to delay the matter, but it was well known
that .the larger an administration, the longer the time required to carry out its
affairs.

This was especially true when it 抑s a case of co-ordination between two

o-rgani^ations mth headquarters in different continents.

Moreover, since the

executive organs of those" organiZations held their meetings on fixed dates, it might
happen that almost a year would elapse "between the meetings at which the matter was
considered.

Ш0 would do everything in its power to ensure that there was no

unnecessary delay and he felt sure ICAO would do l i k e w i s e . .
Dr.

MACKENZIE； fully supported the Secretariat in that connexion.

preparation'of the 1926 Sanitary Convention had taken six years,
Convention had not taken so long but 细

countries had signed.

The

the 1933 办ir
A number of

reservations had already been received in"the caae of ,,he International Sanitary
Regulations，^hich would come into forc.e on 1 October 1952 and which hnd 虹кшг
three or four years to prepare.

He felt that t w years 鶴

the minimum of time

•if the regulations proposed were to be accepted by governments all., over the world

Rev.l

Decision, The joint procedure outlined by the assistant Secretary-General .
. . o f ICAO fo.r the preparation of sanitation, standards appropriate for airports
was approved.
.
“‘
.

The Й Ы Ш Ш thanked the assistant Secretary-General of ICAO and Dr. Biraud
for the explanations they had given,

Their agreement showed that rapid action

would be taken.
He inquired whether the Bo^rd agreed with his proposal to postpone further
discussion on item 15 oX the agenda to a later meeting.

Dr. MâCKHMZIE, supported by Dr. JAEAR, proposed that a small working partyshould be set up to study document EB9/33 and шаке recommendations' to the Board.

The DliffiCTOR-QEWERAL suggested that, in considering the terms of reference of
<

.

*

•

the proposed working party, the Board should take account of the desirability of
keeping comraittee structure as simple as possible.

There should be the maximum

concentration on work in order to avoid the expense entailed by additional committee
meetings.
Decision;
л vote was taken and it was decided by 12 votes to none} with
2 abstentions,to set up a working party consisting of Dr. Bravo, Mr. Calderwood,
Professor Canaperia, Dr. Jafar, Professor üe Laet and Dr. Mackenzie to studyitem 15 of the agenda in the light of the Director-General»s remarks and make
reconunendatioris to the Board.

3.

狐COME TO GROUP OF STUDENTS ШОШ THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, UNIVERSITY" OF CHILS

The CHAIRM/ili extended a warm welcome to the students from the. University of
Chile who were following the B o W s proceedings from the gallery.

He hoped they

would retain a pleasant memory of their visit, and called upon Dr. Bravo to address
them on behalf of the Board.

Dr. BRAVO thanksd the Chairman for his kind word3 of welcome t© the Chilean
students..

In greeting his celleagues from Chile, fir. Vazigi and Dr. Acevedo and

the group of medical students, he emphasized the importance of an international
meeting aiming at the improvement of world health in relation to economie and
social conditions in the various countries.

The DIRECTOR-®NER/yL., on behalf of the Secretariat and the whole family of the
United Nations, said he was happy to have an opportunity of welcoming the student
group froïa the Univerei妨 of Chile.

It was a heartèni»f »smifestation of interest

which showed a development of the recognition that the United Nations and its
speciaii.s№íi. agencies- Jiad...no entity of their own, that they did not exist in a vacüvm
but were simply the expression of the will of the peoples of the world.

Only to

the extent that the people of the world took an interest in international bodies
and implemented their decisions through their own democratic institutions oould the
specialized agencies fulfill their destiny.

It was not possible for the

represûntativB—oû-ftûy. «wcrm^nt at an international meeting to express a point of
view that was not acceptable to his people at home,

nor could he behave in a more

world-minded manner than would be the mass expression of the people in his ovm countty.
Therefore, the nsxt great step in international work.was not only the refinement of
internatiOTial institutions, or even the education to world^mindedness of
representatives attending international meetings, but also the dfevelopraent of a
%

•

sense of responsibility to world welfare on the part of all peoples.

Visits of

groups of young people to meetings such as that of the Executive Board would go .a
long -way towards increasing the understanding and ability to accept responsibility
of all peoples.

He ms

grateful to those who had organized the visit of the

Chilean students and had made it possible for . them to see what was happening in the
international field.

4,

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT:
of the Agenda (document EB9/B3)

Items 45, 47 and 48

Dr. DOüOLLE recalled that at the preceding meeting Dr. Hurtado had
asked for certain information om the general structure of the technical
assistance p r o g » e .

働

If after the exaniinaUon of document EB9/83, which

about to take plao^, Dr. Hurtado required additional informatipn or a

summary, the Secretariat was at his disposal to answer any questions.

Dr. “LLWXm-PiJISDES, referring to the table of contents of document
EB9/83, asked whether sections 3 山 3.2 and 3.3 could be considered by the
Board in connexion with item 49 of the agenda (co-ordination of the
technical assistance programes in the field) at its meeting the following
•‘ morning.
Decision; The Board agreed to proceed to a general discussion on
items 45， 47, 48, 48.1 and 48.2 of the agenda.
If time pennxtted
s e c t i o n s 3.1^ 3.2 and 3-3 of document EB9/83 would be taken up xn
connexion with the co-ordination of programmes financed. from_
technical assistance funds at the private meeting the following
morning..

Dr. DOROLLE in reply to a point raised by Dr. EaYEK, said that exceptions to
the general rules governing costs to be borne by reoipient governments in
technical assistance programmes could be granted by the Technical Assistance
Board in the case of lodgic.g.

The Secretariat would be grateful for an expression

of the Board's views on the various aspects of the question „ participation of
governments, extent of provision of supplies5 and so forth- prior to the forthcoming
meeting of T^B.

Equipnsat tnâ. -Suppliea?

.

Item 48 of the Agenda (Document EB9/72)

Dr. JAFAR, speaking on item 48 of the agenda, drew attention to document
EB9/72, which clearly outlined the question of the supplies to be furnished in
connexion with certain projects sponsored jointly by governments and 丽 0 , under
both regular and technical assistance programmes.

He recalled that the tendency

of earlier policies had been to offer expert services rather than supplies, although
experience had shown that without supplies, advice was of little use.

The
>

considerable difficulties encountered in deciding the amount of supplies and
equipment to be furnished and financed from technical, assistance funds had led the
Economic and Social Council to pass a resolution on the matter, giving agencies
the possibility of providing supplies and equipment more generously.
cost of equipment and supplies had been, established by TAB as

. The maximum

Д 5 , 0 0 0 or 25% of

the total funds to be spent on all projects of the organization within a given
country.
He urged that ТШ0 representatives at the forthcoming meeting of TAB should
press for the relaxation of the 25多 limit on supplies, and formally proposed the
following draft resolution；

EB9/Hn/9 Ilev.l
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Having considered the decisions of the Technical ^.ssis^ance Committee of
the Economic and Social Council and the TO General Assembly
regarding the
provisions of supplies and equipment under the expanded programme of technical
assistance;
Having considered the implications of the decision taken by the Technical
assistance Board at its fifteenth meeting, which establishes the maximum cost of
equipment and supplies which may be provided by a participating organization to
à given country within any financial period without the prior concurrence of the
Technical assistance Board5
Recognizing that these limitations may in sane instances be prejudicial to
the effective and timely execution of health programmes under the expanded
programme of technical assistance
-,
Cognizant of the need in many countries for increasing the effectiveness
of training services and demonstration centres in the field of health by the
provision of certain t/pes of supplies and equipment not available in or
obtainable by the country,
1.
REQUESTS the Director-General to sutanit to the Technical Assistance Board .
a proposal for the relaxation of the present restriction by permitting a wider
range of descretion to the participating organizations, in accordance with the
decision of ТлС and ECOSOC that the participating organizations should interpret
the rules regarding the provision of supplies and equipment more generously than
has been done in the past^ a decision which was endorsed by the UN General
assembly at its sixth session ,

2.
REQUESTS the Director-General to urge, In the lechnical assistance Board,
that the Board immediately undertake the study envisaged by TAC and ECOSOC, and
endorsed by the UN General assembly1, on the piacticabili^ty of meeting the needs
for supplies and equipment designed to increase the effectiveness of the
teaching institutions, research centres, health services, etc. whether such
needs arQ a part of technical assistance projects or of development programmes
of individual countries；
Noting the interest of the World Health assembly in this subject, as
evidenced by 1HA4.24,
3.
REQUESTS the Director-General to subnit a report to the Fifth World Health
assembly regarding any further developments or decisions on this matter taken
by the Technical, assistance Committee or the Technical Assistance Board.

Dr. HAIEK seconded the above proposal.
1

VL.31

Dr. DCROLLE said that the Technical Assistance Beard was a corporate body
with joirt responsibility； TOO had always defended that collective attitude.
The fact that ECOSOC resolution 222 (IX) had been drafted in somewhat loose
terms, and that ECOSOC had recommended its liberal interprétâtiorij had placed
TAB in a difficult position.

The intention was to give a higher percentage of

equipment and supplies wherever necessary for the proper operation of projects
and, in particular, where demonstration wn-rk and pilot plants were concerned.
On that basis, and if the Board agreed to Dr. Jafar's proposal, the Secretariat
would be in a position to present the Board's point of view-at the forthcoming
meeting cf Г Ш

Dr. PADUA supported the resolution submitted, by Dr. Jafar-

It was clear

from the discussion that #iile some countries needed more expert services, mar^jr
under-developed,

countries required help in the form cf assistance and supplies.

The resolution in document EB9/13 (WP/RC2/R16)； concerning the greater need
of the Western Pacific Regie 11 for material assistance in the frrm of highly
essential equipment and supplies for medical and public-health projects, applied
to all under—developed countries.

‘

-

Di% JAFAR wished it to be clear that the aim of his resolution was not
an increase in the percentage limit but the technical consideration of each;
case on its merits.

He asked the members of the Board to take that point

into consideration during discussion of his resolution.

EB9/Min/9 Rev.l
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D1\ DOROLLE explained that the 25% ceiling was merely the maximum that
could be given without the express authcrizat.ion vî TLB： as would be seen from
section 2.3 cf EB9/72.
Dr. ВШЮ likewise si^pcrted Dr. Jafar's proposal,

p,s far as te c-uld

see, much prepress had been Achieved by tha United Nations in co-ordtoating
the activities of technical insistance bodies.

B& mf^rred to the perplexity

in countries requesting technical assistance caused by the divergence of views
among the different agencies participating in technical assistance programmes.
The

resolution submitted by Dr. Jafar outlined procedure for granting technical

assistance to under-developed countries where the greatest need was for
equipment and supplies.
He wished to introduce a further point - the recruitment of experts,
ït happened frequently in certain countries :.‘i Latin America that experts
from one country were engaged to head public-health programmes in othsr
countries.

Indeed) out cf six experts from Chile, five were working ал different

South American countries and one in South-east Asia.

But Chile had a丄зг‘

asked for help under the technical assistance programme and had been surprised
to learn that it might be necessary to recruit foreign experts.

If Chilean

experts c-'.uld help other countries, why could they not help their own?

An

effort should be mads to use experts in their о丽 country and to employ the
resulting savings to greater advantage by providing suppléas.
Finally, the technical assistance programe should be closely linked
with the economic development of the country concerned.

Pilot programmes and

demonstration teams were only useful if they could be continued by the national

authorities once international help had been withdrawn.

F-r those reasons

certain minimum standards should be sstabDishedj and the technical assistance
prcgrarome should be closely related, to economic and social develrpment.

Dr« DOROLLE endorsed Dr. Bravo's remarks and expressed the Secretariat's
gratitude for his mention of the need to study technical assistance pro grannies
within the frameworic cf economic and social developnent.

Dr. KARÜNARATNE thought that the question of supplies for technical
assistance projects had been ably presented by Dr. Jafar.

He agreed that it

was useless to provide experts without giving them the necessary tools.

The

suggestion that each project should be considered on its own merits had
likewise been put forward by no less than tnree regional committees.
being so3 supplies and equipment should be on a generous scale.

That,

Referring to

the 25% ceiling for supplies, he asked h^w many applications had been submitted
to the Technical Assistance Beard, and in what cases the limitation iiad beer,
waived.
He agreed with Dr. Jaiar that each case should be considered on a wider.basis than percentage of funds to be spent,
of the project be estimated.

only thus could the magnitude

Hs asked the WHO representatives on the Technical

Assistance Board to boar in miau Lbat iii a nationwide campaign, it was essential
to have equipment and supplies if a project ш с ^ to be s^cccaafully la-ineh.ed.
He also a greed with Dr, Bravo that, where possible, experts should be recruited
for work in their own countries.

Dr. DOROLLE, replying to Dr. Karunaratne, said that no request for the
*

«

*

waiving of the limitation rule had so far been received.

The CHAIMAN, in his personal capacity, expressed warm s apport of Or. Jafar's
resolution.

He agreed that not only experts but also material means were

needed to carry out projects in under-developed countries.

The object of

teohnical assistance was to -raise the general level of under-developed countries
and to aésist them шаtorially in regard to both national and local needs.
method must be flsJdble aad should not follcw stan<àar'diz@d rules.

The

Beth Dr. Bra^o

and the Deputy Director-General had drawn attention to the interdependence of
social, economic and health factors - a concept he had.been advoeating for many
years.

Therefore, joint action was required, embracing all three factors》

since the problert was to protect not, merely people's health，but their whol专
life and wellbeing.

In his view it was desirable for the Executive Board to

formulate its opinion briefly on that essential policy of co-ordination.

Dr. DOROLLE, speaking on the general aspect of the problem, agreed with
previous speakers that it was useless to send out workmen mthout to-als.
However^ the concern of the directing bodies ^f technical assistance (the
.
；i
Economic and Social、Council and its Technical Assistance Committee ) that the
programme should not lose its character^ should net be forgottex^
point, was that cach project should bo considered on its merits}
the same criteria could not be applied to all cases•

The Important
»

In the case of a tuberculosis demonstration centre a considerable supply
of equipment during the first yoar was jtistified because it would serve throughout
a Iwg-term pregranmej

but it would be unwise to send a large amount ef supplies

to a country, knowing that the stock could not be renewed.
the two risks must be sought.
must be observed.

A balance between

In the recruitment of experts the same balance

In that connexion, iie submitted that the езфег1епее acquired

by an .expert in his own country tme often deepened Ъу hia being faecâ ^ith freah
difficulties in a new country.

Here again, the case had to be judged on its

merits.
Ihile realising that he was defending a difficult cause, he askeá the Board
to note that the vast programme of technical assistance was a new idea which
c0Uld

nwt be reasonably expected to function perfectly before its machinery

was perfectly developed;
As

clearly, however, there was need fey much improvement-,

regards procedure, the Technical Assistance Conmittee had decided te ap^int

a governmental working party to study the Secretary-General1 s préposais £éír the
improvement of TAB working methods in the light of experience gained since its
inception.

It should not be forgetten that the planning aspect was the dual

responsibility c£ the directing bodies ®f the•specialized agencies, contrclled
f
.
in the’last'instance by a United Nations body - the Economic and social Council.
The Tshele machinery was extremely complicated and obviously led to difficulties
which could only be overcome by mutual goodwill and by a desire to see the.
programme become one of the outstanding 孕chievanents of the United Nati«i¿.
The CHAIRMAN thanked Dr. Derelle for his pertinent remarks.

Dr. DORCLLE, replying to a question by Dr. ALIVISATOS about the parfc—icipaticm •

of requesting governments, said that the point was covered on page 24 of the
brochure entitled "The Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance for Economic
Development of Under-developed Countries" as well as on page 30 of Official
Records No. 23*

,

Deciaioa?
The Executive Beard unanimously adopted Dr* Jafar1s draft
resolution, reproduced above,

(For further diacussicn on teohn5.caI assistance, see tenth meeting)

The meeting rose at 12>40
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PROCEDURAL ARRANGEMENTS
The CHAIRMAN informed the Board that in drawing up the agenda for the

day it had been fcund necessary to place item 15 and the items dealing with
technical assistance before the continuation of the discussion on. items
remaining from the previous day's agenda.

The reasons were) on the one hand,

that arrangements had already been made for Mr, E . 1 , Tffeldj Assistant SecretaryGeneral of the International Civil Aviation Organization, to be present to
discuss certain matters under item 15 mth the Board and) on the other hand,
that the meeting of the Technical Assistance Board would be held in Paris on
29. January.

He proposed that only the particular aspect of item 15 in which ICAO

was interested^ namely the sanitation and hygiene of airports, should be
discussed at ohs present meeting.

2.

.

ACTION ARISING OUT OF THE RESOLUTIONS OF THE FOURTH ¥ŒLD HEALTH ASSEMBLY
REGMDING INTSRNATÍONAL SANITARY REGULATIONS AND RELATED MATTERS： Item 15
of the agenda (Documents EE9/33 and EB9/57)

The CHAIRMAN welcomed Mr. Yields Assiatairt Secretary-General of the Inter.national Civil Aviation Organization, and asked him to address the meeting aiter
Dr. Biraud had explained the background of the question.

Dr. BIR'iUD, Director, Division of Epidemiological Services, recalled that
the Fourth World Health Assembly^ in adopting 7Ж» Regulations No. 2 dealing with
the sanitary control of international traffic had made technical recommendations
on the work to be undur baken by the Gx'fe;ijiization to complete, those Regulations
and facilitate their iniplementabion,

The work of the Special Committee on

International Sanitary Regulations of the Health Assembly had brought out the
importance of improving the sanitation of airports as a means of preventing
the transmission of infectious diseases from one county to another.

Following

observations by a representative of the International Air Transport Association,
wh0

attended its meetings as an observer, the Special Committee had made a

recommendation, subsequently approved by the Health Assembly in resolution
TOA4,82.

3h implementation of that resolution, the Director-General had

consulted ICAO which had authorized Mr. Weld to explore the matter with the
Secretariat of

ТОЮ.

Consultations had taken place and Mr. Weld's statement

would to a large extent represent the common views of the two secretariats.

Mr. WELD, Assistant Secretary-General, International Civil Aviation
Organization, thanked the Board for glving-him the opportunity to present the
matter on behalf of his organization.

He had been asked, as Dr. Biraud had

stated, to present the joint view of both secretariats;
there were two subdivisions to the question,
recoimnendations should be proposed;
to formulate them.
WO uld

their view ^as that

( 1 ) 他 a t kind of reflations or

and (2) #iat kind of body should be set up

With regard to ( 1 ) , both secretariats were agreed that it

be unwise at tiie present time to formulate fully-framed regulations that

Yrould rank equally with other'TOO regulations and with ICAO "standards and
recommended practices";

but an attempt should be made to draw up a manual of

reoomraended procedures #iich would have no binding force but would tend to

direct measures along the ri^it lines until such time as actual regulations
could be drawn up.

Althou曲 the ICAO Convention provided machinery by which

it would be possible to bind ICAO Member State日 to a certain extent, he felt
sure that Т/ЩО would not wish that at the present stage.
With regard to question (2), both secretariats agreed -that they had
within their ranks the necessary experts to prepare a draft of a manual which
might then be submitted to 彻

executive bodies Gf

organizations.

It was

envisaged that the first draft yjould be prepared by the WD Secretariat after
receiving notes from ICAO Secretariat as to what they considered ^îould be
included and that the draft should then be studied try a joint meeting at
secretariat level.

He understood that IffiO intended to set up a permanent

committee on qiarantine, and both secretariats тгеге agreed that that was the
committee which should pass final judgment on the draft from the point of view
of Ш ) , before eventual submission to tbê Health Assembly.

But before the

manual reached that stage it urould probably be desirable for a sub-group of
the comraitteej in association with representatives of ICAO, to review the тгогк
done by the secretariats.

The CHAÏRMA.N thanked Mr. Weld for his clear and concise statement.

Dr. BIRAUD drew attention to the fact that thé basic work to be done in
establishing the standards proposed wouid be the task of the WHO Division of
Environmental Sanitation with the co-operation of the International Quarantine

Section.

The Board could count on excellent co-operation between the different

units of the Secretariat and the isembsrs of the ICAO Secretariat with whom 1H0
had had the best possible relatiçns in the past.
As far as ccjmmittees were concerned, the draft prepared by the two
(Secretariats should b© given careful examination by a group of experts comprising,
on the one hand, experts concerned with airport and "facilitation" conditions,
nominated by ICAO, and, on the other, experts on quarantine questions and
particularly sanitary engineering purification of water, insecticides, etc.,
chosen by the Director-General of WHO.

After that examination, the draft would

go forward to the proper authorities in ICAO and, throu^ WHO's permanent
committee on quarantine, to the Board for approval.

It would be for the Health

Assembly to recommend the ad<4ption by governments of the standards proposed by
the two organizations.

The CHAIRMAN called for the views of the Board on the proposed plans for
procedure•

In reply to a question by Dr. HAYEK as to the date of the meeting of the
joint committee, which should be held as early as possible, Dr. BIRAUD said that
considerable time would be needed to set up standards.

The latter would include

standards for water purity Krtiich oould not be establi曲ed without first deciding
the method of measuring the de^ee of purity.

Meetings of experts would be

necessary in order to establish standards for use not only in aviation but
else-wdiere.

The same was truô of se-werage, as also of hygiene of personnel

of airport restaurants, etc.

As far as could be judged at the present time,

preliminary technical work woxild take two years, so that standards could hardly
be submitted to the Health Assembly before 1954.

Dr« MACKENZIE proposed,fchatthe Bowpd shm^ij mpptvv^

the procedure outlined,

T«áiich appeared satisfactory.

Dr. ALIVISATOS said h© would like application of the minimum standards to
be obligatory for all States.

Dr. BIRAUD said that the question was a very delicate one.

It should not

be forgotten that there was a very great diversity of conditions Intie different
airports througiout the world;

there was for instance a vast difference between

secondary airports and others such as La Guardia and Orly.

If certain standards

were to be made obligatory for all airports, it would be necessary to set the
standards so low that they would mean no progress at all as far as the large
airports were concerned.

It might be best in the first place, as the Assistant

Secretary-General of ICAO had suggested, to set up standards 他ich would be no
more than recommendations by the Health Assembly,

Once those standards had

been applied by the more important airports, it would be easier to extend them
progressively to others
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Professor ALrVISATOS pressed his point that there should Ъе at least
a nucleus of obligatory standards•

Dr. ALLWOOD-PAREDES asked whether； in the dis eussions between the
secretariats of WHO and ICAO, account had Ъееп taken of a plan drawn up in
America concerning sanitary regulations for airports.

That plan envisaged the

establishment of different categories of airports, in order not only to solve
the problems already referred to but also to stimulate the desire of airports
in a lower category to be placed in a higher.

Certain privileges for

international traffic might Ъе given to the higher categories.

That plan had

given satisfactory results in certain countries and the Government of El Salvador
was contemplating its adoption•

Dr• BIRAUD, saying that the two secretariats had not yet considered the
matter in such detail, thanked Dr. Allvood-Paredes for his suggestion.

The

WHO Secretariat and the joint committee would certainly take into consideration
all that vas being done in the Americas on the subject.

A distinction vas zoade

in Articles 19 and 20 of the International Sanitary Begulations between three
categories of airports - airports designated as sanitary airports> airports not
so designated^ and airports in yellov-fever areas#

If the proposal to establish

different categories - which seemed to be an excellent one - were adopted，
perhaps the day might come when satisfaction could be given to Professor
Alivisatos by making certain measures obligatory for certain categories of
airports while they remained in the nature of recommendations for other
categories•
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Dr, JAFAR supported Professor Alivisatos1 proposal because he felt that
only through a binding agreement could the fomulation of standards be achieved,
It should be possible to include in agreements between airlines and the different
governments a provision that the government to which the airline belonged would
comply with the sanitary regulations so far as airports were concerned.
Governments were usually anxious to raise the standards of airports so as to make
.them acceptable for international traffic because of the revenue resulting from
such traffic,

He therefore foresaw no difficulty in obtaining agreement to

comply with regulations^ provided they laid down minimum standards which could
be applied on an international basis.
He considered tiiat the two years mentioned by Ur9 Biraud required for the
establishment of minimum standards was too long a period when it was remembered
that WHO had on its staff experts whô had had practical, experiqnaa^ having held
appointments as airport medical officers.

In reply to a question by Dr# KARABUDA，Dr. BIRAUD said that no sanctions
were laid dowi in the International Sanitary Regulations to be applied in the case
of aircraft that did not confom with tho provisions.

The Regulations became a

part of national legislations as soon as they came into force，so that it was for
the governments themselves to apply coercive measures to aircraft commanders who
infringed them*

I f , on the other hand， a government decided on measures that

were in contradiction with the Regulations, it was for other States that were
adversely affected by those measures to protest to ШЮ, when the Director^ Gene ral
would take up the matter with both Parties and endeavour to have the measures
cancelled.

Mr. CALDEÎWOOD, alternate to Dr, Brady, supported Dr, Mackenzie‘s proposal to
approve the procedure envisaged,

Tha1^ procedure did not exclude the possibility

of regulations being adopted later, but was designed to secure the greatest
amount of progress in the shortest possible time.

He thought that as the

recommended practices became known.they would be applied' more and more widely зо
that eventually the adoption of regulations would be possible;
difficult to achieve that aim within one or two years.

but it would be

He had understood Mr.

Weld to say that ICAO would also encounter difficulty in obtaining the applicatiMi
of regulations immediately0

Mr. WELD confiimed that statement.

ICAO thought it might eventually be

able to put at least certain of the desired provisions into the foim of regulations.

Ihe СНА1ШШ called on Mr. ClarH, Acting Director of the Division of
Environmental Sanitation, to comment on:Dr<, Jafar's remarks.

Mr. CIARK, Acting Director, Environmental Sanitation Division, referring to
the time required to establish -minimum standards, explained that the Secretariat
would have to work through various channels， especially as more than one
organization was interested in the subject.
by correspondence and meetings of experts.
employ more staff' on the work.

There would have to be coiamunication
The only alternative would be t<?

Possibly it might be done piecemeal,, for instance,

regulations for controlling insect' vectors of disease could be put into effect
fairly soon, whereas the regulation- of water supply would entail international
consultation because of- the existence•of different standards of water quality

and the different methods of measuring it.
The suggestion that aiiports should be classified into different categories
seemed a yeiy practical one0

An airport might be recoiranended as one i^iose water

could be used on international aeroplanes while other airports would be forbidden
to supply water to such plane s e

The same could apply to restaurants and food

supplies a

Dr. JAFAR was still of the opinion tha•七 health administrations，both national
and In terna ti onal ^ had reached a stage 广、f development where i t was possible tô
lay domi standards for quality of water.

If ч however, "1Ш0 said that it could not

be done for two years^ he had nothing more to say,

I4ra CIARK assured the Board that the Secretariat would proceed with the woric
with the utmost diligence and reiterated that it might be possible to conclude
part of it before the two years were upw

Dr, KARUN/IRATNE thdught the first step was to lay down standards^ the second
to frame regulations for adoption by the Health Assembly enforcing those standards•
The drawing up of the regulations might take some time but he failed 七о see why
the setting up cf standards should be such a lengthy process.

Dr, BIRAUD explained that: in the first place, it would be necessary to
select from among existing standards those that could be applied internationally,
Secondly5 it must be determined which of those selected standards could be applied
to which categcricG jf ‘？ i трог fes The process therefore entailed preliminaryresearch work， submission of cert^iri points

groups (bacteriologists^

sanitary engineers, etc.), discussions with the Secretariat of ICáO, drafting of
the standards on the basis of the technical conclusions reached, approval by the
Board and the Health Assembly and b广 the governing bodies of IC4O.

The suhnission

to that series of authorities would probably take up as much time as the actual

work

ûf tije Division of Environmental Sanitation in preparing the standards and the

Secretariat, unfortunately, could not see the whole process being terminated in
time for the 1953 Assembly.

Dr. DOROLLE, Deputy Direotor-Gsneral, assured Dr. Jafar that there was no
desire on the part of the Secretariat to delay the matter, but it was well known
that the larger an administration, the longsr the time required to carry out its
affairs.

This was especially true when it was a case of co-ordination between two

organizations with headquarters in different continents.

Moreover, since the

executive organs of those' organizations held their meetings on fixed dates, it might
happen that almost a year would elapse between the meetings at which the matter was
considered.

1H0 would do everything in its power to ensure that there was no

unnecessary delay and he felt sure 1СД0 would do likewise.

Dr. MCKENZIE fully supported the Secretariat in that connexion.
preparation of the 1926 Sanitary Convention had taken six years>
Convention had not taken so long but few countries had signed.
reservations had already been received in the case of

The

the 1933 л±г
л number of

.he International Sanitary

Regulations, which would come into force on 1 October 1952 and which have taken
three or four years to prepare.

He felt that two years was the minimum of time

i f the regulations proposed were to be accepted by governments all over the world

Decision. The joint- procedure outlined by the assistant -Secretary-General
ofICAO for the preparation of sanitation standards appropriate for airports
was approved•

The СШ.ШМ'хИ thanked the assistant Secretar/-General of ICAO and Dr. Biraud
for the explanations they had given.

Their agreement showed tñat rapid action

would be taken.
He inquired whether the Board' agreed with his proposal to postpone further
discussion on item 15 of the agenda to a later meeting.
•

- •

.....

.-

，

'

^

•

Dr. MACKENZIE, supported by Dr, J-.K-R, proposed that a small working party
should be set up to study document EB9/33 and make recommendations to the Board •

The DlttECTOR-GËNERiiL suggested that, in considering the terms of reference of
the proposed working party/ the Board should take account of the desirability of
keeping committee structure' as simple as possible.

There should be the maximum

concentration on work in order to avoid the expense entailed by additional committee
meetings,
'' *
4
Decision; л vote was taken and it was decided by 12 votes to none, with
2 abstentions to set up a working party consisting of Dr. Bravo， Mr• Calderwood,
Professor Canaperia，Dr. Jafar^ Professor úe Laet and Dr, Mackenzie to studyitem 15 of the agenda in the light of the Director-Generalr s remarks and make
recommendations to the Board.

3。

WELCOME TO GROUP OF STUDENTS EROM THE SCHOOL OF MSDICBŒ^ UNIVERSITY CF CHILE

The CHAIRMAN extended a warfti welcome to the students from the University of
Chile who were following the Bo¿rd'1 s proceedings from the gallery、 He hoped they
would retain a pleasant memory of their visit, and called upon Dr • Bravo to address
them on behalf of the Board.
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B^vo t w c ^
students

Шв C h a i n a í W hie kind «orda ot c i e r n e te the Chilean

In greeting his colleagues from Chile, Dr. Vazigi and Dr. Acevedo and

the group of medical students, he emphasized the importance of an international
meeting aiming.at the improvement of world health in relation to economic and
social conditions in the various countries.

Th

° WRSCTOft-ffiNE^L, on behalf of the Secretariat and the whole family of the

United Nations, said he was happy to have an opportunit/ of welcoming the student
group from the University of Chile.

It was a heartening manifestatiou of interest

which showed a development of the recognition that the United Nations and its
specialized agencies had no entity of their ovm} that they did not exist in a vacuum
but were simply the expression of the will of the peoples of the world.

Only to

the extent that the people of the world took an interest in international bodies
and implemented their decisions through their own democratic institutioas oould the
specialized agencies fulfill their destiny.

It was not possible for the

representativo of any government at an international meeting to express a point of
vi e w that was not acceptable to his people at home,

nor could he behave in a more

world-minded manner than would be the mass expression of the people in his own courvt^
the

naxt

great

ste

P

in

international work was not onl, the refinement cf

international institutions, or even the education to world mindedness of
repre^entat^es attending international Ratings, but also the development of a
SenSe

°f

res

P o n S i b i l i t y to world welfare on the part of all peoples.

Visits of

groups of young people to meetings such as that of the Executive Board would go a
long

way

0f 311

towards increasing the understanding and ability to accept responsibility
He

脚

grateful to those who had organized the visit of the

Chilean students and had made it possible for them to see .hat was happening in the
international field.

EB9Aün/9
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TECHNICS ASSISTANCE FOR ECONOMIC D£Vi¿LOPMEUTí
of the agenda (Document EB9/83)

Items 45, 47 and 48

Dr. DOKDLLS recalled that at the preceding meeting Dr. Hurtado had
asked for certain information om the general structure of the technical
assistance programme.

If after the examination of document EB9/83, which

was about to take place, Dr. Hurtado required additional information or a
summary, the Secretariat was at his disposal to answer any questions.

Dr. uLLWOOIbPAREDES， referring to the table of contents of document
EB9/83, asked whether sections 3.1， 3.2 and 3.3 could be considered by the
Board in connexion with item 49 of the agenda (co-ordination of the
technical assistance programmes in the field) at its meeting tha following
morning.
Décision; The Board agreed to proceed to a general discussion on
items 45, 47, 48, 48.1 and 48.2 of the agenda.
If time permitted
sections 3.1， 3.2 and 3-3 of document EB9/83 would be taken up in
connexion with the co-ordination of programmes financed from,
technical assistance funds at ,the private meeting the following
morning.

Dr. DOROLLE in reply to a point raised by Dr. НлУЕК, said that exceptions'to
the general rules governing costs to be borne by recipient governments in
technical assistance programmes could be granted by the Technical Assistance
Board in the case of lodging.

The Secretariat would be grateful for an expression

Of the Board's views on the various aspects of the question - participation of
governments, extent of provision of supplies, and so 'fortjh- paior to the forthcoming
meeting of ТлВ.

Bquipgent and Sappljeai

Item 48 of the agenda (Document EB9/72)

Dr. JAF/JÎ, speaking on item 48 of the agenda, drew attention to document
EB9/72, which clearly outlined the question of the supplies to be furnished in
connexion with certain projects sponsored jointly by governments and IHO, under
both regular and technical assistance programmes.

He recalled that the tendency

of earlier policies had been to offer expert services rather than supplies, although
experience had shown that without supplies, advice was of little use.

！Ihe

considerable difficulties encountered in deciding the amount of supplies and
equipment to be furnished and financed from technical assistance funds had led the
Economic and Social Council to pass a resolution on the matter, giving agencies
the possibility of providing supplies and equipment more generously.

The maximum

cost of equipment and supplies ЬаД been established by TAB as I

or 25究 of

15,000

the total funds to be spent on all projects of the organization within a given
country.
He urged that "WHO representatives at the forthcoming meeting of TAB should
press for the relaxation of the 25% limit on supplies, and formally proposed the
following draft résolut!ont
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THE EXECUTIVE BOÁHD
H a v i n £ considered the decisions of the Technical ^ssis^ance Committee of
.
Г с Г о ^ а " Social Council and the UN General Assjnbly 1 regarding the
the
^ i o n s or suppliea e ^ e n t under the e x p a n d p r o g n e o f technical

assistance}
considered the implications of the decision taken by the Technical
¿ S d at its fifteenth meeting, which establishes the maximum cost of
¡ o S p S t a ^ supplies which may be provided by a participating organization to
a g^en c^ntry S t h i n any financial period without the prior concurrence of the
Technical assistance Board;
Havine

ssis2nce

Recognizing that these limitations may in sane instances be prejudicial to
t h e ef/ecfive J d timely execution of health programes under the expanded
prograraae of technical assistance,
Comizant of the need in many countries for increasing the effectiveness
J
S g
sLvices and. demonstration centres in the field of health by the
of
p i n i o n of certain t/pes of supplies and equipment not avaxlable xn or
obtainable by the country,
i
HFüffiiSTS the Director-General to submit to the Technical assistance Board
^ р г о Г о з ^ о Л ь е relaxation of the present restriction by permitting a wxder
range

of descretion

to t h e p a r t i c i p a t i n g 。 聊 肚 拟 t i o n s , . i n

а с с о г с ^ п Щ ^

S f s i o n oTZc
and ECOSOC that the participating organizations should interpret
the rïïes Îeïrding the provision of supplies and equipment
h a s been done in the past, a Jecision which was endorsed by the UN General
assembly at its sixth session.,
2.
REQUESTS the Director-General to urge, in the Technical .ssi.tance Board,
: h a t t h e Board immediately undertake the study envisaged by ТьС and ^ObOC, and
endorsed T ^ e Z General .sBemblyl, on the р ш ^ т 访 。 f meting the need5
for supplies and equipment designed to increase the effecUveness of the
t e L S l n s t i t u t i o n s ； research centres, health services, etc. whether such
neîds S e a ^ r t of technical assistance projects or of development progra^nei
of individual countries.Noting the interest of th2 ¥orld Health assembly in this subject, as
evidenced Ъу Ш А . 2 А ,
3

REQUESTS thé Director-General to submit a raport. to to® Fifth World Health
ssembly regarding any further developments or decisions on thxs matter taken
by the TechSioal Assistance Committee or the Technical Assistance Board.

Dr. HAYEK seconded the above proposal.

1
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Dr i DQR'OLLE said that the Technical Assistance Board was a corporate body
with joirt responsibility； WHO had always defended that collective attitude.
The fact that ECOSOC resolution 222 (IX) had been drafted in somewhat loose
terms, and that EGOSOC had reccramended its liberal interpretation^ had placed
TAB in a difficult position.

The intention was to give a higher percentage of

equipment and supplies vrherever necessary for the proper operation cf projects
and, in particular, where demonstration wcrk and pilot plants were concerned.
On that basis, and if the Board agreed to Dr. Jafar's proposal, the Secretariat
would be in a position to present the Board's point of view,at the forthcoming
meeting of T;,B.

Dr. PADUA supported the resduticn submitted by Dr. Jafar,

It was clear

from the discussion that while some count rie s needed more expert services, many
Tinder-developed

countries required help in the form cf assistance and supplies.

The resolution in document EB9/13 (1P/RG2/r16), concerning the greater need
of the Western Pacific Region for material assistance in the fom of highly
egsential equipment and supplies for medical and public-health projects^ applied
to all under-developed countries.

Dr. JAFAR wished it to be clear that the aim of his resolution i/ras not
an increase in the percentage limit but the technical consideration of each
case on its merits.

He asked the members of the Board to take that point

into consideration during discussion of his resolution.

Dr. DOROLLE explained that the 2%

ceiling was merely the maximum that

could .be., given -without the express authorization ef TAB, as would be seen from
section 2.3 cf EB9/72.
Dr. BRAVO likewise supported Dr. Jafar1 s proposal.

As far as he could

see, much progress had been achieved by the United Nations in co-ordinating
the activities of technical assistance bodies.

He referred to the perplexity

in countries requesting technical assistance caused by the divergence of views
among ttie different agencies participating in technical assistance programmes.
The resolution submitted by Dr. Jafar outlined procedure for granting technical
assistance to under-developed countries where the greatest need was for
equipment and supplies.
He vdshed to introduce a further point - the recruitment of experts.
It happened frequently in certain countries cf Latin Jvmerica that experts
from one country were engaged to head public-health programmes in other
countries.

Indeed, out of six experts from Chile, five were working in different

South American countries and one in South-east Asia.

But Chile had also •

asked for help under the technical assistance programme and had been surprised
to learn that it might Ъе necessary to recruit foreign experts.

If Chilean

experts could help other countries, why could they riot help their own?

An

effort should be made to use experts in their own country and to employ the
resulting savings to greater advantage by providing supplies.
Finally, the technical assistance programme should be closely linked
with the economic development of the country concerned.

Pilot programmes and

demonstration teams were only useful if they could be continued by the national
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Dr. DOROLLE, replying to Dr. Karunaratne, said that no request fc^ the
waiving of the limitation rule had so far been received.

The CHAIMÍAN, in his personal capacity, expressed warm s vpport of Dr.
resolution.

Jafar'a

He agreed that not only experts but also material means теге

needed to carry cut projects in under-developed countries.

The object of

technical assistance was to raise the general level of under-developed countries
and to assist them materially in regard to both national and loeàl needs.
method must be flexible and should not follcw standardized rules.

The

Both Dr* Brav#

and the Deputy Director-^General had drawn attention to the interdependence of
social, economic and health factors 一 a concept he had been advocating for шапу

years •

Therefore, joint action was required, embracing all three factors,

since the problem was to protect not merely people 1 s health, but their whole

lif e and wellbeing.

In his view it was desirable for the Executive Board t®

formulate its opinion briefly on that essential poliqy of co-ordination»

Dr. DOROLLE, speaking on the general aspect of the problem, agreed with
previous speakers that it was useless to send out workmen "without i^ols.
However, the concern of the directing bodies ©f technical assistance (the
Economic and Social、Council and its Technical Assistance Committee ) that the
programme should not lose its character, should not be forgotten*

The important

point, however, was that each project should be considered on its merits;
the same criteria could not be applied to all cases#
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In the case of a tuberculosis demonstration centre a considerable supply
of equipment during the first year was justified because it would serve throughout
a leng-term prograrrmej

but it iwould be unwise to send a large amount of supplies

to a country knowing that the stock could not be renewed.
the two risks must be sought.
must be observed.

A balance between

In the recruitment of experts the same balance

In that connexion, Jie submitted that the experience acquired

by an expert in his own country often deepened by his being faced with fresh
difficulties in a new country.

Here again, the case had to be judged on its

merits.

fc

"While realising that he was defending a difficult cause, he asked the Board
to note that the vast programme of technical assistance was a new idea which
could not be reasonably expected to function

perfectly

before its machinery

was perfectly developed； clearly, however, there was need for much improvement•
As regards proçedi;re,,. the Technical assistance Consnittee had decided to appoint
a governmental working party to study the Secretary-General1 s proposals Г&г the
V

‘

improvement of TAB working methods in the light of experience gained since its
inception.

It should not be forgotten that the planning aspect was the dual

responsibility o£ the directing bodies of the•specialized agencies, controlled
in the last instance by a United Nations body - the Economic and social Council.
The whole machinery was extremely complicated and obviously led to difficulties
which could only be overcone by mutual goodwill and by a desire to see the
programme become onê of the outstanding achievements of the United NatiOis.
The CHAIRMAN thanked Dr. Dorolle for his pertinent remarks.

Dr, DOROLLE, replying to a question by Dr» ALIVISATOS about the participation
of requesting governments, said that the point was covered on page 24 of the
brochure entitled "The Expanded. Programme of Technical Assistance for Econœilc
Develepnent of Ifeder-developed Countries" as well as on page 30 of Official
<

Hecgrds N*, 23.

.

Deoiaie-a；

The Executive Brard unanimously adopted Dr- Jafar's 4raft
resolution, repreduced above,

The meeting rose at 1 2 . 4 0 р«ш»
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